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One of a Kind TV for a Better Life
We did not invent the first television, but our innovation has created the first one of a kind. 
Witness the finest details of your favorite contents in the most original colors and sounds, 
as if you are actually there at that very moment. 

Our TVs have come a long way, and we refuse to cease our momentum of innovation. 
We strive to make your already good TV Life even Better. And we will.



Perfect Black, Perfect Color
When the self-lighting OLED pixel turns itself off, your viewing experience will never be the same, but perfect. 
As perfect color prevails in perfect black, you will know right away. 
How breathtaking it is to witness perfection.

Each life tells a different story. 
Each OLED pixel shines on its own to animate these precious stories.
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OLED TV is here now. Gone are the backlights, shutters and 
other complex structures of LCD. LG OLED TV redefines television and 
recreates reality with perfection. Meet the TV of your dreams.

Innovative Technology

Self - lighting Pixel
OLED pixels are self-lighting, meaning they can 
switch on and off individually. This allows for a 
beautiful contrast range of the brightest whites 
and the darkest blacks for a picture of unbeliev-
able depth.

33 Mega Color Pixels
LG’s 33 Mega Color Pixels deliver an immersive 
4K OLED  picture for the perfect viewing expe-
rience. 4 Color Pixel Technology makes White, 
Red, Green and Blue possible in every pixel for 
the ultimate picture quality. 

(Disclaimer : 33 Mega Color Pixels = 8.3 million 
pixels(4K) x 4 color pixels Color Pixels mean 
sub-pixels that consist of each pixel.)

ULTRA HD resolution is four times that of Full 
HD for brilliant clarity and deep details that 
amaze, even when viewed up close.

4K Resolution

LG OLED TV



Perfect Viewing Angle
Immersive viewing comes from every an-
gle for natural color and consistent picture 
quality. Now you can enjoy prefect color 
from any seat.

Clear Motion
The unbelievably fast response speed deliv-
ers blur-free and crystal-clear clarity even 
during the fastest sports and movie scenes. 

Perfect Black
Self-lighting Pixels offer the perfect ex-
pression of black for dark scenes that come 
alive with greater visibility and vivid detail.

Perfect Color
Self-lighting Pixels maximize your viewing 
experience with colors true-to-life. What-
ever you watch will be so real that you will 
feel like you are right there. 

Perfect Curve
Stay ahead of the curve and be immersed in 
the action like never before possible. Con-
sistent color and clarity from every angle is 
delivered only by LG’s Curved OLED TV. 

Only the brilliance of OLED can recreate every shade and hue imaginable. 
Bright pictures will pop with more vibrancy and the darkest scenes will reach new depths.

Picture Quality
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LG OLED TV



Art Slim
OLED TV’s Art Slim design gives its 

technological innovation a touch of elegance. 
LG OLED TV blends the best of both picture 

excellence and slim design technology.
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Design
Only LG OLED can take state-of-the-art technology and make it look like a piece of art. 
Experience a display that’s beautiful when it’s off and breathtaking when it’s on.

Sound
The sounds of LG OLED TV are just as impressive as its 
breathtaking pictures. With the full impact of sound, your viewing 
experience becomes more vibrant and enriched than ever.Art Screen

The sleek and slimmed down 4-sided frame re-
moves everything but the essentials. The mini-
malist design provides seamless viewing for a 
new level of immersion.

Sound Designed by 
harman/kardon®

Breathtaking pictures deserve premium sound. 
Highly refined sound by harman/kardon® will 
give your ears a premium listening experience. 

ULTRA Surround

Complete your viewing experience with immersive 
sound. The multi-channel sound effect will sur-
round you from top to bottom, left and right, front 
and center. 

LG OLED TV



EG970T

Perfect Curve
Stay ahead of the curve and be immersed in 
the action like never before possible. Con-
sistent color and clarity from every angle is 
delivered only by LG’s Curved OLED TV. 

Art Slim
OLED TV’s Art Slim design gives its tech-
nological innovation a touch of elegance. 
LG OLED TV blends the best of both pic-
ture excellence and slim design technology.

Perfect Black
Self-lighting Pixels offer the perfect ex-
pression of black for dark scenes that 
come alive with greater visibility and vivid 
detail.

Perfect Color
Self-lighting Pixels maximize your viewing 
experience with colors true-to-life. What-
ever you watch will be so real that you will 
feel like you are right there. 

Picture Quality
•  OLED
•  4K Resolution(3840x2160)
•  Perfect Black
•  Perfect Color
•  Perfect Curve
•  Clear Motion
•  4K 3D+ 
•  4K Upscaler 

Design
•  Art Slim 
•  Curved Screen
•  Art Screen

Sound
•   Sound Designed by   

harman/kardon®
•  ULTRA Surround
•  Smart Sound Mode
•   Wireless Sound Sync

Smart TV
•    webOS 
•    Launcher / Live Menu /  

Today* / LG Content Store
•  Magic Remote
•  SmartShare
•  Web Browser

* Differs by region

77”

LG OLED TV
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EG960T

Perfect Curve
Stay ahead of the curve and be immersed in 
the action like never before possible. Con-
sistent color and clarity from every angle is 
delivered only by LG’s Curved OLED TV. 

Art Slim
OLED TV’s Art Slim design gives its tech-
nological innovation a touch of elegance. 
LG OLED TV blends the best of both pic-
ture excellence and slim design technology.

Perfect Black
Self-lighting Pixels offer the perfect ex-
pression of black for dark scenes that 
come alive with greater visibility and vivid 
detail.

Perfect Color
Self-lighting Pixels maximize your viewing 
experience with colors true-to-life. What-
ever you watch will be so real that you will 
feel like you are right there. 

Picture Quality
•  OLED
•  4K Resolution(3840x2160)
•  Perfect Black
•  Perfect Color
•  Perfect Curve
•  Clear Motion
•  4K 3D+ 
•  4K Upscaler 

Design
•  Art Slim 
•  Curved Screen
•  Art Screen

Sound
•   Sound Designed by   

harman/kardon®
•  ULTRA Surround
•  Smart Sound Mode
•  Wireless Sound Sync

Smart TV
•    webOS 2.0 
•    Launcher / My Channels / Live 

Menu / Today* /   
LG Content Store

•  Magic Remote
•  SmartShare
•  Web Browser

* Differs by region

65”  |  55”

LG OLED TV
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Every Color Comes Alive
As LG ULTRA HD TV brings every color to life, each scene be-
comes a sight to behold, a wonder you don’t ever want to miss. 
The supreme picture quality and topnotch resolution will por-
tray every scene so vivid and real that you won’t actually have 
to be there. On this note, turn on LG ULTRA HD TV to revisit 
that beautiful mountaintop you once took a trip to.  



Picture Quality
On LG ULTRA HD TV, every color comes alive, and each detail prevails. 
The ultimate viewing pleasure is all yours. 

ColorPrime
Take in the full color range with LG’s Nano Spectrum Tech-
nology for a viewing experience filled with hues and shades 
you never knew existed. Now, see the world with greater 
realism and depth as hidden beauty comes alive.

ULTRA Luminance
Subtle difference in brightness now can be delivered by ex-
tended expression range of brightness with higher peaks 
and enhanced contrast ratio. Finally, experience more vivid 
and realistic images from ULTRA Luminance.

LG ULTRA HD TV
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4K Upscaler
You can now enjoy 4K in more ways than 
ever. The 4K Upscaler enhances the details 
of broadcasts, movies and sports to near 
4K quality, giving you picture perfection in 
new and exciting ways.

Stable Screen
IPS panels are stable and sturdy, and re-
sistant to damage, as opposed to weak com-
peting panels; just try a simple knock or poke 
at the screens to see for yourself.

True Color Accuracy
IPS 4K delivers the most identical color im-
pression to that of the original image in every 
pixel of 4K resolution. See color as natural as 
the original for incredibly rich colors all across 
the screen.

Wide Viewing Angle
The IPS 4K Panel maintains color vibrancy all 
across the screen and from wide angles. This 
allows you to enjoy lively and vibrant color 
from every seat in your house.

IPS 4K
One of the secrets behind LG TVs’ outstanding high-definition performance 
is the specially designed display panel. IPS 4K delivers true colors from any 
angle with 4 times the resolution of Full HD. With IPS 4K, make any seat 
the best in the house. 

Picture Quality
4K resolution is truly impressive; true-to-life colors fill up the screen.
Watch from any angle. Watch from both far and up-close & personal distance.
The vivid wonder stays the same.

LG ULTRA HD TV
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Design
By perfectly balancing its premium design with world-class reso-
lution, LG ULTRA HD TV enriches any décor. The breathtakingly 
slim design naturally blends into your living space for a look of 
class and taste. LG ULTRA HD TV, beautifully stunning on or off. 

Auditorium Stand
The design that stands alone, the 
unique stand design reflects sound to 
create an immersive sound experience 
just like in an auditorium. 

ULTRA Slim
You can now enjoy a bigger 4K screen 
in a slimmer size. Finally, stunning 4K 
picture is packed in slim to seamlessly 
blend in with your home’s décor. 

CINEMA SCREEN
Enjoy the immersive viewing experi-
ence through CINEMA SCREEN. With 
minimized bezel, CINEMA SCREEN 
design brings the cinematic viewing 
experience to your home. 

ULTRA Surround

ULTRA Surround delivers high quality 
listening that seems to surround you 
from every direction in rich sound. 
Now, maximize your 4K viewing ex-
perience. 

Sound Designed by 
harman/kardon®
harman/kardon® brings a new level of 
premium sound for the listening expe-
rience that’s just as immersive as the 
viewing. 

Multi-Channel 
Speaker System
With a built-in Multi-Channel Speaker 
System, you’ll now enjoy truly power-
ful room-filling sound for a more im-
mersive entertainment experience.

Sound
The sounds of LG ULTRA HD TV are just as impressive as its visual power. 
With the full impact of sound, your 4K viewing experience becomes more 

vibrant and enriched than ever.

LG ULTRA HD TV
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webOS 2.0
LG webOS TV is designed to be obviously simple, so that it is easier to learn and more fun to 
use. Now, all you have to do is relax as webOS 2.0 makes the TV experience simpler than before.

Simple Switching
Switch back and forth between apps and 
content with the perfectly simple interface. 
Accessible at any time, the Launcher and Live 
Menu make it fast and easy to switch over 
from one content to another.

Simple Discovery
Find and enjoy what you want to watch in-
stantly at one place. Live TV broadcasts, VOD 
services, 3D content and apps – they’re all 
incredibly easy to find. You can also receive 
recommendations that introduce you to even 
more great content on LG webOS TV.

Simple Connection
Find your way with ease as LG webOS guides your 
every move with simple and fun instructions from 
start to finish. 

LG ULTRA HD TV
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3D
Experience a new dimension in immersive content with 
4K 3D lifelike detail that will surprise your eyes.

Bright 4K 3D
LG ULTRA HD TV delivers bright and beautiful 
pictures, even in 3D. The reality from 4K 3D 
gets more alive.

Flicker-free 4K 3D
Enjoy 3D movies on a large screen at home, 
just like the movies. The larger the screen, 
the more important it is for your 3D to be 
flicker-free. Even the large screen of LG UL-
TRA HD TV provides flicker-free, comfortable 
images that make the 3D entertainment 
more enjoyable. 

HEVC
The HEVC is the format that will be the fu-
ture standard for 4K video compression. Now 
you can enjoy 4K quality content via Internet 
streaming or USB without requiring support 
from any extra device. 

4K3D+
The world’s most comfortable 3D is also the 
sharpest 3D in 4K resolution. With its quad-
rupled resolution, the 3D images are more 
splendid than ever and the realism more lively 
than ever.

Comfortable 3D Glasses
Enjoy 3D wearing the most comfortable 3D 
glasses. LG’s 3D glasses are light, battery-
free, hassle-free and economical, allowing for 
greater viewing comfort and convenience.

4K 3D Upscaler
Even 3D movies of low resolution can be 
upgraded to be played on LG ULTRA HD TV. 
By automatically upscaling 3D movies close 
to 4K quality, it lets you enjoy 3D on a whole 
new level.  

HDMI (4K 60P)

HDMI can transmit large amounts of data at 
once. This advanced technology even sup-
ports 4K video with 60 frames per second 
which is the expected standard for 4K broad-
casting.

4K 60P HEVC
HEVC supports 4K video with 60 frames per 
second delivering clear and blur-free mo-
tions. Now you can enjoy 4K quality content 
via Internet streaming or USB without re-
quiring support from any extra device.

Additional

LG ULTRA HD TV
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UF950T

IPS 4K
One of the secrets behind LG TVs’ out-
standing high-definition performance is 
the specially designed display panel. IPS 4K 
delivers true colors from any angle with 4 
times the resolution of Full HD. With IPS 
4K, make any seat the best in the house. 

ColorPrime
Take in the full color range with LG’s Nano 
Spectrum Technology for a viewing ex-
perience filled with hues and shades you 
never knew existed. Now, see the world 
with greater realism and depth as hidden 
beauty comes alive.

ULTRA Slim
You can now enjoy a bigger 4K screen in a 
slimmer size. Finally, stunning 4K picture is 
packed in slim to seamlessly blend in with 
your home’s décor. 

Picture Quality
•  LED
•  4K Resolution(3840x2160)
•  ColorPrime
•  IPS 4K
•  4K 3D+
•  4K Upscaler

Design
•  ULTRA Slim
•  CINEMA SCREEN
•  Auditorium Stand

Sound
•   Sound Designed by   

harman/kardon®
•  ULTRA Surround
•  Smart Sound Mode
•  Wireless Sound Sync

Smart TV
•    webOS 2.0 
•    Launcher / My Channels / Live 

Menu / Today* /   
LG Content Store

•  Magic Remote
•  SmartShare
•  Web Browser

* Differs by region

79”  | 65”  | 55”

webOS 2.0
LG webOS TV is designed to be obviously 
simple, so that it is easier to learn and 
more fun to use. Now, all you have to do is 
relax as webOS 2.0 makes the TV experi-
ence simpler than before.

LG SUPER UHD TV
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UG870T

IPS 4K

webOS 2.0

One of the secrets behind LG TVs’ out-
standing high-definition performance is 
the specially designed display panel. IPS 4K 
delivers true colors from any angle with 4 
times the resolution of Full HD. With IPS 
4K, make any seat the best in the house. 

LG webOS TV is designed to be obviously 
simple, so that it is easier to learn and 
more fun to use. Now, all you have to do is 
relax as webOS 2.0 makes the TV experi-
ence simpler than before.

ULTRA Slim
You can now enjoy a bigger 4K screen in a 
slimmer size. Finally, stunning 4K picture is 
packed in slim to seamlessly blend in with 
your home’s décor. 

Picture Quality
•  LED
•  4K Resolution(3840x2160)
•  IPS 4K
•  4K 3D+
•  4K Upscaler

Design
•  ULTRA Slim
•  Curved Screen
•  Auditorium Stand 

Sound
•  ULTRA Surround
   harman/kardon®
•  Smart Sound Mode
•  Wireless Sound Sync

Smart TV
•    webOS 2.0 
•    Launcher / My Channels / Live 

Menu / Today* /   
LG Content Store

•  Magic Remote
•  SmartShare
•  Web Browser

* Differs by region

65”  |  55”

ULTRA Luminance
Subtle difference in brightness now can 
be delivered by extended expression range 
of brightness with higher peaks and en-
hanced contrast ratio. Finally, experience 
more vivid and realistic images from ULTRA 
Luminance.

LG SUPER UHD TV
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UF851T
Picture Quality
•  LED
•  4K Resolution(3840x2160)
•  IPS 4K
•  4K 3D+
•  4K Upscaler

Design
•  ULTRA Slim
•  CINEMA SCREEN

Sound
•   Sound Designed by   

harman/kardon®
•  ULTRA Surround
•  Smart Sound Mode
•  Wireless Sound Sync

Smart TV
•    webOS 2.0 
•    Launcher / My Channels / Live 

Menu / Today* /   
LG Content Store

•  Magic Remote
•  SmartShare
•  Web Browser

* Differs by region

      

IPS 4K
One of the secrets behind LG TVs’ out-
standing high-definition performance is 
the specially designed display panel. IPS 4K 
delivers true colors from any angle with 4 
times the resolution of Full HD. With IPS 
4K, make any seat the best in the house. 

ULTRA Slim
You can now enjoy a bigger 4K screen in a 
slimmer size. Finally, stunning 4K picture is 
packed in slim to seamlessly blend in with 
your home’s décor. 

ULTRA Luminance
Subtle difference in brightness now can 
be delivered by extended expression range 
of brightness with higher peaks and en-
hanced contrast ratio. Finally, experience 
more vivid and realistic images from ULTRA 
Luminance.

65”  |  55”  |  49”

webOS 2.0
LG webOS TV is designed to be obviously 
simple, so that it is easier to learn and 
more fun to use. Now, all you have to do is 
relax as webOS 2.0 makes the TV experi-
ence simpler than before.

LG SUPER UHD TV
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 Rose Gold Color



ULTRA Surround
ULTRA Surround delivers high quality listen-
ing that seems to surround you from every 
direction in rich sound. Now, maximize your 
4K viewing experience. 

IPS 4K 
One of the secrets behind LG TVs’ outstand-
ing high-definition performance is the spe-
cially designed display panel. IPS 4K delivers 
true colors from any angle with 4 times the 
resolution of Full HD. With IPS 4K, make any 
seat the best in the house. 

webOS 2.0
LG webOS TV is designed to be obviously 
simple, so that it is easier to learn and more 
fun to use. Now, all you have to do is relax as 
webOS 2.0 makes the TV experience simpler 
than before.

ULTRA Slim
You can now enjoy a bigger 4K screen in a 
slimmer size. Finally, stunning 4K picture is 
packed in slim to seamlessly blend in with 
your home’s décor. 

IPS 4K 
One of the secrets behind LG TVs’ outstand-
ing high-definition performance is the spe-
cially designed display panel. IPS 4K delivers 
true colors from any angle with 4 times the 
resolution of Full HD. With IPS 4K, make any 
seat the best in the house. 

Virtual Surround
Put yourself in the middle of the action with 
Virtual Surround that delivers an extended 
sound field.

UF770T UF671T
Picture Quality
•  LED
•  4K Resolution(3840x2160)
•  IPS 4K
•  4K Upscaler

Design
•  ULTRA Slim 

Sound
•  ULTRA Surround
•  Smart Sound Mode
•  Wireless Sound Sync

Smart TV
•    webOS 2.0 
•    Launcher / My Channels / Live 

Menu / Today* /   
LG Content Store

•  Magic Remote
•  SmartShare
•  Web Browser

* Differs by region

Picture Quality
•  LED
•  4K Resolution(3840x2160)
•  IPS 4K
•  4K Upscaler

Design
•  ULTRA Slim 
•  Dual Metal

Sound
•  Virtual Surround

79”  |  70”  |  65”  |  60”  |  55”  |  49”  |  43”  65”  |  55”  |  49”  |  43”  

LG ULTRA HD TV
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Make TV Simple Again
For a family TV session to go right, simplicity comes first. Indeed, this simplicity has marked the birth of LG webOS TV.

Let your watching experience be more fun and easier than ever. We have made TV simple again.



Simple Switching Live Menu

Keep your entertainment flowing while surf-
ing through live TV, recorded programs, VOD 
and movies. Being entertained just got a 
whole lot more efficient. 

Launcher
You can switch to any app, broadcast, VOD service or connected peripheral without navigating to a dedicated ‘home’ screen. Instantly 
find your entertainment  right on your Launcher.

Recent
The left side of your Launcher shows 
recently watched content. Through Re-
cent, easily access to the contents you 
were enjoying previously and resume 
the content right where you left off.

Recent

Home
Regardless of what you are doing, 
pressing the home button on the re-
mote will show you the main part of the 
Launcher where you can easily access 
premium contents and My Channel.

Home

My Apps
On the right side of your Launcher, all 
the installed apps are listed. You can 
change their order to fit your needs 
with a simple drag & drop like on your 
computer. 

My Apps

My Channels
You can save your favorite Live TV 
Channels or have a Set-top Box Chan-
nels on the launcher for easy anytime 
access.

My Channels

Magic Remote (Applied to NetCast model, too) 

Take control of your entertainment with a new level of remote control convenience. Controlling 
your TV is now as easy as using a computer mouse. Now, spend less time searching and more time 
enjoying.

Home
Press home button to simply bring up the Launcher 
to see all the apps and services you have used or 
downloaded.

Point
Simply move your Magic Remote cursor over content 
and play it with a simple click or even drag & drop.

Scroll
Scroll up and down, zoom in and out using the scroll 
wheel. You can change between web pages and chan-
nels by simply sliding your fingers over the scroll 
wheel - just like a computer mouse.

Voice
Speak to your Remote to find what you want. The TV 
can understand your words and respond as you wish, 
creating a more intuitive way to interact with your 
entertainment.

Universal Control
Control and access your set-top box, speakers, BDP, 
and even satellite TV with a single remote, a one-stop 
solution for maximum convenience.

Switch back and forth between content and pro-
grams, apps and shows with the perfectly simple 

interface. Accessible at any time, the Launcher 
and Live Menu make it fast and easy to switch 
over from one content to another.

LG LED TV
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Simple Discovery
Find and enjoy what you want to watch in-
stantly at one place. Live TV broadcasts, VOD 
services, 3D content and apps – they’re all 
incredibly easy to find. You can also receive 
recommendations that introduce you to even 
more great content on LG webOS TV.

LG LED TV

LG Content Store
Your search for new and exciting content 

is over. Find everything you love about 
entertainment in LG Content Store, the 

one-stop-shop for TV programs, VOD, 3D 
content, apps and more. 

Today
Always have access to today’s hottest 

entertainment options with recommenda-
tion. VOD contents will be delivered right 
to you. 
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Simple Connection
LG webOS TV was designed to assist you in 
every aspect of your viewing experience even 
from the initial setup to connecting external 
devices. Now simply get connected to your 
new Smart TV! 

Input Assist
Plug and play on with a helpful pop-up 

screen that instantly appears when you 
connect a new device. External devices 

can also be accessible through the Input 
Picker found on the right top of Home 

screen. 

SmartShare 
Instantly access and comfortably navigate 

your favorite content with SmartShare’s 
all-in-one entertainment hub. Find  loads 
of new ways to share content stored on 

your smart devices up on the big screen 
for friends and family to enjoy.

Fun Setup
Let the fun and lovable BeanBird guide 

you through your setup process. BeanBird 
delivers stress-free personal assistance 

that’s easy and fun. And simply adjust your 
settings through Quick Setting anytime. 

LG LED TV
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Picture Quality

LED Plus
Besides the usual benefits of crystal-clear 
images and vivid, deep colors, LED Plus de-
livers truly realistic colors and contrast with 
Spot Control technology.

True Black Control
LG’s local dimming technology enhances 
contrast with darker blacks. With more pro-
nounced blacks you’ll enjoy a picture with 
sharper detail and clarity. 

Natural Color
By minimizing color reproduction errors, orig-
inal image can be conveyed on display.

Picture Wizard III
Picture Wizard III allows you to easily adjust 
picture elements such as black level, color, 
tint, sharpness and backlight levels.

Contrast Optimizer
In addition to localized dimming of back-
lights, Contrast Optimizer maximizes con-
trast and brightness by enhancing contrast 
and details of local areas. 

Smart Picture Mode
Smart Picture Mode lets you enjoy every 
scene in the best possible mode, adjusting 
the brightness, color, and other factors to 
suit the kind of content you are watching.

Wide Viewing Angle
IPS maintains color vibrancy all across the 
screen and from wide angles. This allows you 
to enjoy lively and vibrant color from every 
seat in your house.

Stable Screen
IPS panels are stable and study, and resistant 
to damage, as opposed to weak competing 
panels; just try a simple knock or poke at the 
screens to see for yourself.

True Color Accuracy
IPS delivers the most identical color impres-
sion to that of the original image. See color 
as natural as the original for incredibly rich 
colors all across the screen.

IPS
You can now experience vivid colors at wide 
viewing angles with LG’s world-class IPS 
display that makes every seat the best seat.

LG LED TV
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Design Sound

Virtual Surround Plus
Put yourself in the middle of the action with Virtual Surround 
Plus that delivers an extended sound field as well as extreme 
voice clarity.

Smart Sound Mode
Whether it be music, movies, sports, or games, you no longer 
have to choose a sound mode as the Smart Sound Mode will 
do it for you, allowing you to enjoy the best sound for your 
entertainment. 

Clear Voice II
Clear Voice II automatically recognizes and enhances the vol-
ume of human voices in movies and shows to make them more 
audible against background sound.

Sound Sync
Connect LG speaker systems to the TV and enjoy its rich 
sounds  via optic cable. This simple link between LG devices 
delivers incredible depth and liveliness to your ears.

Virtual Surround
Put yourself in the middle of the action with Virtual Surround 
that delivers an extended sound field.

Wireless Sound Sync
Simply connect your speaker systems to the TV wirelessly and 
enjoy its rich sounds. 
*Disclaimer: Your speaker systems should have Bluetooth™ to 
use this feature. (LG Multi Room Speakers are compatible us-
ing Wi-Fi.) 

Dual Metal
Dual Metal is designed to give a modern look 
to your interior with metallic frame on the 
top and bottom of the TV.

Metallic Design
Enrich your living space with a modern me-
tallic design that seamlessly blends in with 
your home’s décor.

CINEMA SCREEN
CINEMA SCREEN is a TV design that brings 
the cinematic viewing experience to your 
home. Enjoy the immersive viewing experi-
ence through minimized bezel.

LG LED TV
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CINEMA 3D

3D Sound Zooming
The complete 3D TV is here with 3D 
sound that is fully synced with the 3D 
images on-screen. 3D Sound Zooming 
makes your 3D experience even more 
immersive than ever.

3D Depth Control
Control the 3D that you are watching to 
suit you best. With 3D Depth Control, 
the apparent depth of on-screen images 
can be adjusted to suit the viewer. 

Immerse yourself into CINEMA 3D that delivers thrills while 
remaining comfortable on the eyes with flicker-free 3D technology. 
The lightweight and battery-free glasses will maximize  your 
pleasure even further.

LG TVs with Dual Play function trans-
mit two separate 2D images that can 
be seen through two different sets of 
glasses. So when two players wear the 
glasses while playing games, each will 
see a different image covering the entire 
screen.

Dual Play
CINEMA 3D glasses are light, flicker-
free, battery-free, hassle-free and eco-
nomical, allowing for greater viewing 
comfort and convenience.

Comfortable 3D Glasses

Eco

Smart Energy Saving
The feature includes backlight control for ad-
justing brightness, a screen-off function 
that turns the picture off for playing audio-
only, and the Standby Mode Zero function 
which allows the TV to effectively hibernate, 
using zero electricity.

Motion Eco Sensor
The Motion Eco Sensor is a brilliant new tech-
nology that reduces power consumption 
by slightly adjusting the brightness of the 
screen relevant to the speed of the pictures. 

LG LED TV
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Additional

Smart Mobile Link
Make any TV a Smart TV with LG’s Smart Mobile Link. Now, 
no matter what kind of TV you have, you can enjoy the Smart 
TV experience. 

With the LG Cloud service you can play your content on your 
Smart TV from anywhere, anytime. Quickly access videos, mu-
sic, and photos from other devices, then enjoy them on your 
TV.

LG Cloud
Display contents from your mobile devices up on the big 
screen by simply mirroring your LG TV with your smart devices 
using MHL, WiDi and Miracast. You can now share hassle-free 
and boundary-free. 

Screen Share
Freely share and access a variety of contents on different de-
vices. Now easily share contents between mobile devices and 
your LG Smart TV via Wi-Fi or DLNA. 

Content Share

DivX HD
LG TVs are DivX Certified®, and can play DivX® video up to 
1080p HD. Enjoy the vast variety of premium content from 
the internet through DivX HD.

SIMPLINK
SIMPLINK allows to control of LG Blu-ray Disc Player, LG Home 
Theater System and other LG devices with just one Remote.

Wi-Fi Built-in
Just like a smartphone, LG Smart TV now has a Wi-Fi chip 
built in the system, allowing greater connectivity and access 
to and from the TV. 

HDMI
HDMI is essential for enjoying good quality of contents 
through external devices. HDMI can transmit large amounts of 
video and audio data without losing qualities. 

USB Movie
Simply connect your USB or external hard drive to the USB 
port to play its contents on your TV screen.
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LF650T

webOS 2.0
LG webOS TV is designed to be obviously 
simple, so that it is easier to learn and more 
fun to use. Now, all you have to do is relax as 
webOS 2.0 makes the TV experience simpler 
than before.

IPS
You can now experience vivid colors at wide 
viewing angles with LG’s world-class IPS 
display that makes every seat the best seat.

Picture Quality
•  Full HD 
•  LED
•  IPS 
•  Triple XD Engine
•  3D 

Sound
•   Virtual Surround Plus
•  Smart Sound Mode
•  Wireless Sound Sync

Smart TV
•    webOS 2.0 
•    Launcher / My Channels / Live Menu / Today*  
   LG Content Store
•  Magic Remote
•  SmartShare
•  Web Browser
•  Smart 3D

* Differs by region

60”  |  55”  |  42” 
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CINEMA 3D glasses are light, flicker-free, 
battery-free, hassle-free and economical, 
allowing for greater viewing comfort and 
convenience.

Comfortable 3D Glasses



LF630T

Dual Metal
Dual Metal is designed to give a modern 
look to your interior with metallic frame 
on the top and bottom of the TV.

webOS 2.0
LG webOS TV is designed to be obviously 
simple, so that it is easier to learn and 
more fun to use. Now, all you have to do is 
relax as webOS 2.0 makes the TV experi-
ence simpler than before.

IPS
You can now experience vivid colors at 
wide viewing angles with LG’s world-class 
IPS display that makes every seat the 
best seat.

Picture Quality
•  Full HD 
•  LED
•  IPS 
•  Triple XD Engine

Design
•  Dual Metal

Sound
•   Virtual Surround Plus
•  Smart Sound Mode
•  Wireless Sound Sync

Smart TV
•    webOS 2.0 
•    Launcher / My Channels / Live Menu / Today* 
  LG Content Store
•  Magic Remote
•  SmartShare
•  Web Browser

* Differs by region

65”  |  55”  |  49”  |  43”
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65” I 55” I 49”
UF851T

79” I 70” I 65” I 60” I 55” 
49” I 43”

UF770T
65” I 55” I 49” I 43”
UF671T

65” I 55” I 42”
LF650T

65” I 55” I 49” I 43”
LF630TEG970T

77” 65” I 55”
EG960T

79” I 65” I 55”
UF950T

65” I 55”
UG870T

Resolution

Curved

LED PLUS (Local Dimming)

Digital TV Reception

IPS 4K

ULTRA Luminance

HEVC Codec

Harman / Kardon

3D

LG Content Store

Magic Remote

DVR

Smart Share

HDMI 4K

USB

3840*2160 (4K)

Only for LED

4K OLED

4K 60P

4EA

3EA

3840*2160 (4K)

-

4K 60P

3EA (79”), 4EA (65”, 55”)

3EA

1920*1080

-

-

-

-

2K 60P

-

3EA (2K)

3EA

1920*1080

-

-

-

-

2K 60P

-

-

3EA (2K)

3EA

3840*2160 (4K)

4K 60P

3EA

3EA

3840*2160 (4K)

-

4K 60P

3EA

3EA

3840*2160 (4K)

-

-

4K 60P

-

-

3EA

3EA

3840*2160 (4K)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

           (DTV Only)

-

2EA

1EA

LG LED TVLG OLED TV LG ULTRA HD TV LG ULTRA HD TV

3840*2160 (4K)

Only for LED

4K OLED

4K 60P

3EA

3EA


